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LABORATORY EXECUTION SYSTEM

Release batches faster with 
real-time quality control
Despite incredible therapeutic innovations, the process for 
manufacturing them is stuck in the past.

Apprentice helps life science manufacturers make the 
transition to a new way of operating with a modern laboratory 
execution system that expedites sample testing without 
sacrifi cing quality.

A modern system for integrated quality control
Built for the modern quality control lab, Apprentice’s 
laboratory execution system helps you release batches 
faster with real-time quality control.

Scientists can author rich digital work instructions, 
manage samples and lab resources at scale, and 
execute test methods on mobile and wearable devices.

Empower your scientists and operators to work together 
to prevent deviations and achieve faster batch release. 
Use our LES in combination with our manufacturing 
execution system to eliminate delays and drive action on 
real-time quality feedback across all production teams.

With LES, our clients can:

• Create no-code integrations and workfl ows
• Digitize their test methods
• Build a collaborative lab with remote capabilities
• Reduce human error in the quality control lab
• Manage inventory and data in real-time
• Utilize a single view dashboard for management

Test faster and more accurately with digital data

The demands of today’s manufacturing require 
quality testing to be quick and accurate, making 
paper-based processes obsolete.

• Move faster with digital test methods and intelligent work 
instructions that help scientists execute better

• Track critical information like material usage, 
test method completion, and results in real time

• Discard disconnected paper trails and use a single 
application to review digital documentation

Act on issues to proactively preserve quality

Reduce time spent reviewing test methods and 
samples for regulatory compliance through digital 
guardrails.

• Program guardrails that prevent scientists from 
completing steps that diverge from quality 
guidelines to prevent errors

• Review and act on exceptions in real time to keep 
the quality control process on track

• Automatically calculate formulas and defi ne parameters 
to reduce human error

Empower your team with tech integrations

Integrate the quality testing process and resulting data 
directly into your overall manufacturing process by 
using one system for manufacturing and lab execution.

• Orchestrate testing and plan schedules to streamline the 
manufacturing process

• Share data seamlessly across manufacturing 
and quality teams
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Easily track and manage 
lab resources
Modernize and simplify resource 
management so your process is never 
waiting on an input.

• Precise resource management that’s 
automatically updated through 
integrations to IoT equipment

• System-generated QR labels or 1d and 
2d barcodes to scan in instruments, 
materials, and samples when they’re 
used in a test method

• Simple-to-defi ne structures that refl ect 
the hierarchies, profi les, and statuses 
of instruments, materials and other 
critical operating elements

• Track samples throughout the end-to-
end process with real-time data

Keep a pulse on real-
time quality
Monitor your quality testing across 
sites in real-time with the power of 
a cloud platform.

• Manage the testing process from 
a single-page dashboard that shows 
sample management and real-time, 
test-method execution

• Standardize test methods across 
sites to streamline SOPs and easily 
roll-out changes and updates 
organization-wide

• Plan testing better and instantly share 
results with one shared execution 
system for manufacturing and quality 
processes

Manage samples and 
plating with ease
Oversee the sampling process from 
beginning to end with an easy-to-
use system.

• Execute full sample lifecycle 
management on one, easy-to-
use platform

• Plan and plate samples using a 
mobile tablet to keep track of samples 
anywhere in the lab

• Report on the end-to-end 
sample workfl ow with charting 
for instant review

• Use no-code integrations to connect 
to your lab ecosystems and manage 
samples, parameters, and sample data 
across the lab

Execute with a system designed for the modern scientist
Focus on method consistency and SOPs with rich digital work instructions 
that move with you.

• Bring instructions with you no matter where you go with a cloud-native 
mobile app, and a hands-free, voice-enabled headset

• Follow steps augmented with photo, video, and AR overlays for clear direction

• Reduce human error with automated calculations and programmable 
guardrails that prevent step-completion when values deviate from a 
predefi ned range

• Create advanced test methods with parallel execution and step 
enforcement logic without code

Secure & Compliant
Purpose-built for pharma’s stringent security and validation 
requirements including ISO 27001 and GDPR ready, GMP certifi cation, 
secure authentication, and a streamlined SSO login experience.


